CMC341 - Senior BI Developer
Department: Technology Production
Reporting to: Business Intelligence Manager
Since launching in 1989, CMC Markets has become one of the world's leading online CFD and financial spread betting
providers, with nearly 66.8 million trades executed annually across Europe, Asia Pacific and North America.
CMC Markets’ success is founded on its ability to deliver a wide range of trading products to customers, from single
equities to indices, currencies and commodities. This means our clients don’t need to go to a forex broker, futures broker
or a commodities broker to trade these different instruments, they can trade them all through one trading platform. CMC
Markets has pioneered the development of online trading in markets around the world to become a world leading spread
betting and CFD provider.

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Role summary:
The BI Team fulfils the reporting requirements of the Groups’ equity and derivative trading platforms. This is a wide
remit, ranging from measuring Group performance, to regulatory requirements and self-service data tools. This is
achieved with a BI Team of Business Analysts; Architects; and Developers; working closely with other product
development teams, and a multi-environment Agile methodology.
This is an exciting role to build BI’s data warehouse and reporting solutions, working with a variety of cutting-edge
applications. There is an initial focus on Oracle PL/SQL and Informatica PowerCentre, and a key requirement is
combining different technologies using the company’s enterprise job scheduler.
Team Technologies: Oracle Database (12.1.0.2), MS SQL Server (2012/2016), Informatica (10.2), OBIEE (12.2.1),
Oracle BI Publisher, ThoughtSpot.
Responsibilities:


Work with technical and non-technical colleagues to perform analysis to define data and reporting
requirements;



Assist in creating efficient processes and well-designed data models that meet business requirements;



Work within an ITIL framework to diagnose and resolve incidents and service requests;



Design and develop solutions to deliver requirements;



Ensure quality by developing and testing data controls;



Analyse and document existing reports and processes;



Maintain personal/professional development to meet the changing demands of the role, including all relevant
regulatory and legislative training;



When dealing with all customers, clients or colleagues ensure that we provide a clear, fair and consistent high
quality service that presents a professional and positive image of CMC Markets;



Take all reasonable steps to ensure appropriate confidentiality;



Undertake such other duties, training and/or hours of work as may be reasonably required and which are
consistent with the general level of responsibility of this role.

KEY SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE

Essential:


Strong working knowledge of Informatica PowerCentre;



Strong PL/SQL and SQL tuning experience;



Working knowledge of data warehousing concepts, methodologies and architecture;



Experience of working with an Enterprise Job Scheduling;



Data modelling experience;



Linux/Unix scripting.

Desirable:


OBIEE or any other enterprise reporting tool;



Quality assurance;



Working with SOAP and RESTful API services;



Experience in financial services;



Experience with Stockbroking or Derivative/CFD products.

CMC Markets is an equal opportunities employer and positively encourages applications from suitably qualified and
eligible candidates regardless of gender, sexual orientation, marital or civil partner status, gender reassignment,
race, colour, nationality, ethnic or national origin, religion or belief, disability or age.

KEY OBJECTIVES/KPIS


As per performance review.

COMPETENCIES


Communication



Team work



Customer focus



Resilience and adaptability



Problem solving
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